THANK YOU FOR INVESTING IN CPR PROMPT® PROFESSIONAL TRAINING PRODUCTS

If you have any questions about your manikins, or need to order extra lung bags:

Write to:
CPR Savers & First Aid Supply
7904 E Chaparral Rd, Suite A110-242
Scottsdale, AZ 85250
E-mail: service@cpr-savers.com
Website: www.cpr-savers.com

Please call us TOLL FREE at 1-800-480-1277

TO START...

• Use this sheet for instructions on how to assemble your manikins.
• Clean the manikin heads before you start (refer to cleaning instructions at the end of this sheet).
• Use only “foam manikin” AED training pads (refer to part numbers at the end of this sheet).
• If you have any problems with assembling these manikins, refer to the troubleshooting guide located at the end of this sheet (or call us toll free at 1-800-480-1277).

CONTENTS & PARTS

Each manikin comes with a supply of face shield lung bags and an insertion tool.

ADULT/CHILD MANIKIN

INFANT MANIKIN

TIP:
Before installing lung bag — Wrinkle the neck and pouch of the bag by rolling it between your thumb and fingers. This will help ensure that the air flows freely into the lung bag during use.
ADULT/CHILD ASSEMBLY

1. Feed the insertion tool through the neck and up so hook extends out of the mouth.

2. Place bag on face of manikin.
   - Attach hook of tool to bottom hole on bag.

3. Gently pull insertion tool until the bag extends out of the neck opening. Face shield portion should cover mouth.

4. Remove adhesive strip and fold tabs over mouth.
   - Attach head to torso.

5. Pull the piston out of the bottom of the chest cavity.

6. Remove the black neck lock from the neck brace.
   - Squeeze the top of the black neck lock and pull up and out of the neck brace.

7. While holding the head, pull the lung bag through the opening in the neck brace and lay the bag flat, centered in the chest cavity.

8. With the head facing down, line up the two pins on the head with the two slots in the neck brace. Push the pins until they slide into the slots and the head drops down into place.

9. Replace the black neck lock in the neck brace to hold the head in place.

Make sure that there are no kinks in the lung bag.
1. Feed the insertion tool through the neck and up so hook extends out of the mouth.
2. Gently pull insertion tool until the bag extends out of the neck opening. Face shield portion should cover mouth.
3. Open the infant chest. 
   - Grip the collar of the outer chest plate and lift up.
4. Remove adhesive strip and fold tabs over mouth. 
   - Attach head to torso.
5. Slide the head and lung bag into the neck brace. 
   - With the head facing up, line up the two pins on the head with the slots in the neck brace. 
   - Guide the pins into the slots and let the head drop down.
6. Center the lung bag on top of the inner chest plate. 
   - Make sure that the bag is laying flat, and there are no “kinks.”
7. Place bag on face of manikin. 
   - Attach hook of tool to bottom hole on bag.
8. Replace the outer chest plate.

a) Turn the age selector dial on the chest piston so the pin is next to the ADULT or CHILD arrow (whichever age you are learning).
b) Replace the chest piston in the chest cavity so that the age selector dial is visible in the body.
TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE

Some suggestions if you encounter any of these problems…

If you cannot get the chest to rise when you blow, make sure that:

• The head is tilted back.
• The nostrils are covered.
• The lung bag is properly positioned: it is not twisted and is laying flat inside the chest cavity.
• The lung bag is properly attached to the head.
• The bag has been fed through the neck cap.
• The bag has not been torn during assembly.
• The neck cap is in the correct position (“FRONT” of neck cap should be lined up with the front of the head.)

If you do not hear a click when you compress the chest of the Adult/Child Manikin:

• Make sure that you are pressing deep enough (you should hear the click when you compress the foam about one third of its depth).
• Check the Adjustable Chest Compression Piston and make sure that the black pin in the Age Selector Dial is pushed all the way over to the Adult or the Child — depending on the age you are learning.

CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS

NECK CAP
Before cleaning heads, remove neck cap:

• To remove the neck cap, twist the neck cap counter-clockwise like the lid on a jar (about a quarter of a turn).

HEADS
Heads can be cleaned by the following methods:

• Run them through a dishwasher, OR…
• Wash heads with soap and water. Then soak 10 minutes in a solution of ¼ cup of bleach mixed with one gallon of water, OR…
• Sanitize with alcohol wipes.
• After cleaning head, replace the neck cap by twisting the neck cap back onto the head. Make sure the “FRONT” of the neck cap is lined up with the front of the head.

BODIES

• The bodies can be safely cleaned with a bleach/water solution (see details under “HEADS” section), alcohol, or any other sanitizing agents.*
* Manikin bodies are foam based and are not waterproof. They should not be submerged in water.

AED TRAINING

• Use only “foam manikin” AED training pads:
  • LF06501U Medtronic Physio-Control Style
  • LF06502U Heartstream Style
  • LF06503U Survivalink Style
• Peel pads off gently after each training session, being careful not to rip the skin coating.

OTHER AVAILABLE CPR PROMPT® PRODUCTS

CPR BLUE AND TAN ADULT/CHILD MANIKIN PART NUMBERS

| LF06928U | LF06929U | LF06940U | LF06941U | LF06943U |
| CPR Prompt® Small Blue Bag (17” x 8½” x 11¾”) | CPR Prompt® Large Blue Bag (30” x 13” x 19”) | CPR Prompt® Small Gray Bag (17” x 8½” x 11¾”) | CPR Prompt® Large Gray Bag (30” x 13” x 19”) | Insertion Tool — 5-Pack, Adult/Child/Infant |

| LF06923U | LF06206U | LF06208U | LF06207U | LF06209U |
| Black Neck Lock | Adult/Child Face Shield/Lung Bags – 10-Pack | Adult/Child Face Shield/Lung Bags – 100-Pack | Infant Face Shield/Lung Bags – 10-Pack | Infant Face Shield/Lung Bags – 100-Pack |

CPR BLUE AND TAN INFANT MANIKIN PART NUMBERS

| LF06911U | LF06915U | LF06926U | LF06922U | LF06925U |
| Blue Head Assembly | Blue Head Assembly | Blue Neck Cap | Blue Outer Chest Plate | Blue Foam Body Assembly (neck brace & inner chest plate) |

| LF06932U | LF06913U | LF06919U | LF06931U | LF06940U |
| Blue Chest Assembly (foam body, neck brace, neck lock) | Blue Chest Assembly (foam body, chest, inner & outer chest plates, neck brace) | Blue Neck Cap | Tan Chest Assembly (foam body, neck brace, neck lock) | Replacement Clicker Blades (Pkg. of 5) |

| LF06914U | LF06910U | LF06927U | LF06920U | LF06924U |
| Tan Head Assembly | Tan Head Assembly | Tan Neck Cap | Tan Neck Cap | Tan Outer Chest Plate |

| LF06928U | LF06929U | LF06940U | LF06941U | LF06943U |
| Blue Head Assembly | CPR Prompt® Large Blue Bag (30” x 13” x 19”) | CPR Prompt® Small Gray Bag (17” x 8½” x 11¾”) | CPR Prompt® Large Gray Bag (30” x 13” x 19”) | Insertion Tool — 5-Pack, Adult/Child/Infant |

| LF06923U | LF06206U | LF06208U | LF06207U | LF06209U |
| Black Neck Lock | Adult/Child Face Shield/Lung Bags – 10-Pack | Adult/Child Face Shield/Lung Bags – 100-Pack | Infant Face Shield/Lung Bags – 10-Pack | Infant Face Shield/Lung Bags – 100-Pack |

CPR BLUE AND TAN ADULT/CHILD MANIKIN PART NUMBERS

| LF06911U | LF06915U | LF06926U | LF06922U | LF06925U |
| Blue Head Assembly | Blue Head Assembly | Blue Neck Cap | Blue Outer Chest Plate | Blue Foam Body Assembly (neck brace & inner chest plate) |

| LF06932U | LF06913U | LF06919U | LF06931U | LF06940U |
| Blue Chest Assembly (foam body, neck brace, neck lock) | Blue Chest Assembly (foam body, chest, inner & outer chest plates, neck brace) | Blue Neck Cap | Tan Chest Assembly (foam body, neck brace, neck lock) | Replacement Clicker Blades (Pkg. of 5) |

| LF06914U | LF06910U | LF06927U | LF06920U | LF06924U |
| Tan Head Assembly | Tan Head Assembly | Tan Neck Cap | Tan Neck Cap | Tan Outer Chest Plate |

| LF06928U | LF06929U | LF06940U | LF06941U | LF06943U |
| Blue Head Assembly | CPR Prompt® Large Blue Bag (30” x 13” x 19”) | CPR Prompt® Small Gray Bag (17” x 8½” x 11¾”) | CPR Prompt® Large Gray Bag (30” x 13” x 19”) | Insertion Tool — 5-Pack, Adult/Child/Infant |

| LF06923U | LF06206U | LF06208U | LF06207U | LF06209U |
| Black Neck Lock | Adult/Child Face Shield/Lung Bags – 10-Pack | Adult/Child Face Shield/Lung Bags – 100-Pack | Infant Face Shield/Lung Bags – 10-Pack | Infant Face Shield/Lung Bags – 100-Pack |